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Abstract   12 

    Conventional area balancing method uses a single regional slope, usually parallel to basal 13 

detachment and generally horizontal, to restore a deformed geological section to an initial 14 

rectangular shape. However, most fold-thrust belts exhibit a wedge or trapezium (i.e., a 15 

quadrilateral with at least one pair of parallel sides) shape in cross-section with stratigraphic 16 

sequence thinning into basin. Two new, simple, quantitative solutions are developed to 17 

restore a thrust belt with more realistic geometries, which assume that the initial shape is a 18 

trapezium. This allows exploration of the role of initial wedge taper (represented by surface 19 

slope and basal dip) in controlling shortening estimate using area-balancing. The new 20 

methods are tested against sandbox models and natural examples of fold-thrust belt using a 21 

range of input parameters to evaluate the uncertainties in shortening calculation. We find 22 

the results are very sensitive to both initial surface slope and initial basal slope. This study 23 

highlights the significance of initial wedge taper in determining shortening across a fold-24 

thrust belt, with accurate shortening estimates requiring independent constraint of this 25 

important geometry. Previous studies that used area balancing to predict depth to 26 



detachment and/or to estimate shortening without taking into account the effects of initial 27 

wedge taper may need re-evaluation.   28 
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1. Introduction   33 

    Structural restoration is a technique that is applied to restore a strained geological cross-34 

section to its original, undeformed state, and is an important part of making a structural 35 

interpretation (Fossen, 2016). It is basically a tool used to reconstruct unknown initial 36 

geometry of a cross-section from its imaged or interpreted final geometry (Fig. 1). Hence, it 37 

is concerned mainly with three elements:  38 

(1) The initial geometry, i.e., the original shape of cross-section before deformation, 39 

which is usually unknown but may be constrained by pre-deformational history or 40 

setting (Fig. 1b);  41 

(2) The final geometry, which is generally known to some degree of accuracy and 42 

resolution from surface and/or sub-surface data and analysis (Fig. 1a), note large 43 

uncertainties may exist as to subsurface geometries due to various structural 44 

interpretation strategy, data quality, model selection (e.g., Bond, 2015; Butler et al., 45 

2018); 46 

(3) The kinematics, i.e., the proposed movement path from initial geometry to final 47 

geometry, which generally involves assumption of various stages of tectonic 48 

deformation.  49 

    To perform a structural restoration, some form of balancing is employed as a fundamental 50 

principle (e.g., Chamberlin, 1910; Dahlstrom, 1969). This involves relating a geometrical 51 

measure in the deformed state to that in the undeformed state, such as length, area or 52 

volume, which is generally assumed to remain unchanged (balanced). Line-length balancing 53 

presumes constant bed length both in deformed and undeformed states, area balancing 54 

assumes that plane strain (i.e., layer-parallel strain and layer-perpendicular thickening) is 55 

operating during deformation to conserve cross-sectional area (e.g., Chamberlin, 1910; 56 



Goguel, 1962; Dahlstrom, 1969; Hossack, 1979; Woodward et al., 1990; Allmendinger and 57 

Judge, 2013; Butler, 2013; Groshong, 2019), volume balancing postulates that rock volume 58 

remains constant during deformation (e.g., Yin and Groshong, 2006) 59 

    Chamberlin (1910) first used balanced cross-sections to calculate depth to detachment 60 

beneath a fold. Dahlstrom (1969) applied 2D balanced section construction to make 61 

predictions of subsurface trap geometry in the Foothills of the Canadian Rocky Mountains. 62 

Section balancing and restoration techniques are also used to estimate orogenic shortening 63 

(Hossack, 1979; Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Mitra and Namson, 1989; McQuarrie, 2004; Judge 64 

and Allmendinger, 2011; Masini et al., 2011), to validate structural interpretations and 65 

suggest need for revisions (Bally et al., 1966; Dahlstrom, 1969; Boyer and Elliott, 1982; 66 

Dahlstrom, 1990; Woodward et al., 1990; Wilkerson and Dicken, 2001), to indicate presence 67 

of significant layer-parallel strain (Koyi et al., 2004; Lathrop and Burberry, 2017), and to 68 

evaluate lateral compaction (Butler and Paton, 2010). Finally, sequential (or progressive) 69 

restoration using line-length balancing is occasionally applied to constrain fault order and 70 

infer deformation history (e.g., Yin and Kelty, 1991; Lickorish and Ford, 1998; Ghisetti et al., 71 

2016).  72 

Existing area balancing methods generally restore a section to a rectangle or 73 

parallelogram, with the upper boundary (i.e., surface slope) being horizontal and/or parallel 74 

to the detachment (Fig. 2a), i.e., assumption of constant layer thickness. However, changing 75 

layer thickness across thrust belts has been recognized in different tectonic settings mostly 76 

with sedimentary sequence thinning into basin, e.g., the northwestern Alps (Beck et al., 77 

1998), Hikurangi accretionary prism (Ghisetti et al., 2016), and North American Cordillera 78 

(Allmendinger and Judge, 2013). Although the initial geometry is difficult to determine in 79 

such settings, it is unlikely to be a simple rectangle, questioning the validity of many existing 80 



restorations. McQuarrie (2002) accounted for basin-related changes in layer thickness to 81 

construct orogen-scale cross-sections based on stratigraphic sections and geological 82 

mapping in the central Andes. Previous studies have also addressed area balancing relations 83 

with initial wedge shape and thickness variations. Judge and Allmendinger (2011) presented 84 

a method to estimate shortening using area balancing between deformed-state polygons 85 

(based on cross sections) and an initial trapezoidal prism, and evaluate uncertainties in 86 

shortening estimate, Allmendinger and Judge (2013) explored area-balance relations for 87 

more complex initial prisms with non-uniform taper, suggesting that the uncertainty in 88 

thickness and shape of the initial stratigraphic wedge accounts for 60-70 % of total 89 

shortening error.  90 

These pioneering works lay the foundation for further investigation into the role of more 91 

specific, often simplified or fixed, parameters of initial wedge shape (e.g., surface slope, 92 

basal dip) in area-balancing. In Euclidean geometry, a convex quadrilateral with a least one 93 

pair of parallel sides is referred to as trapezium in British English and as trapezoid in 94 

American English. Here we generalize the initial geometry of a stratigraphic wedge to that of 95 

a trapezium, thus allowing us to explore the effects of changing dip of the regional (surface) 96 

and basal slope on estimates of shortening using area balancing. We a) develop two new 97 

approaches to area balancing that take into account different regional slope and basal dip, 98 

b) test these methods against analogue model and natural examples, and c) discuss the 99 

uncertainties, limitions, applications  and implications of the new approaches.  100 

2. Background  101 

2.1. The Chamberlin method 102 

    The notion of a balanced cross-section was introduced by Chamberlin (1910) to predict 103 

depth to detachment across a fold belt from detailed surface observations. This method 104 



provides the conceptual background for the use of models to predict structural geometries 105 

(e.g., Bucher, 1933; Goguel, 1962; Dahlstrom, 1969; Ramsay and Huber, 1987; Bulnes and 106 

Poblet, 1999; Butler, 2013). The Chamberlin (1910) method was originally developed for 107 

sedimentary sequences with initially parallel layers and a planar basal detachment, i.e., 108 

constant bed length and thickness (Fig. 2a). It uses the geometry of a folded layer to predict 109 

the detachment location underlying a fold. The regional is defined as the original position of 110 

this folded layer prior to deformation, and the excess area E1 is the area of material in the 111 

fold that is uplifted by deformation to a position above this original. The two vertical pin 112 

lines Pin 1 and Pin 2 set up the boundaries of the strained section that is subjected to area 113 

balancing restoration.  114 

    The Chamberlin (1910) method involves three geometric parameters, obtained from the 115 

deformed cross-section: the length of folded layer L0
*, the excess area above regional slope 116 

E1 and the length L1 between the two pin lines (Fig. 2a). Based on the assumption of line 117 

balancing and area balancing 118 

L0
* = L0             (1) 119 

E1 = E2               (2) 120 

where L0 is the original bed length equivalent to the length of undeformed cross-section, 121 

and E2 is the area displaced above the detachment (Fig. 2a) 122 

The shortening S is derived from bed length measurement by 123 

S = L0
* - L1            (3)                               124 

and the displaced area E2 is determined by  125 

E2 = h * S = E1                         (4) 126 

where h is the depth to detachment. Note it is constant at the two pin lines because the 127 

regional and basal detachment are parallel in this model.  128 



Rearranging formula (4) and substituting (3) gives the detachment depth    129 

h = E1 / S = E1 / (L0
* - L1)          (5)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 130 

The Chamberlin (1910) method can be reversed to calculate orogenic shortening of a cross-131 

section if the depth to detachment is known (Hossack, 1979; Woodward et al., 1990; 132 

Moretti and Callot, 2012).  133 

 S = E1 / h             (6) 134 

By using a single regional slope that is parallel to basal detachment, the Chamberlin (1910) 135 

method restores a geological cross-section to a rectangle, representing the initial geometry 136 

(Fig. 2a).      137 

2.2. Limitations and need for modification 138 

    Despite significant progress in predicting subsurface geometry and shortening estimate by 139 

the Chamberlin (1910) method, several problems arise from the underlying assumptions:  140 

    (1) Bed length may not remain constant due to layer-parallel strain, with the shortening 141 

calculated using equation 3 being insufficient to account for the overall shortening of a 142 

cross-section. The predicted depth to detachment (equation 5) would then be substantially 143 

deeper than imaged (Faill and Nickelsen, 1999). This discrepancy is primarily caused by 144 

ignoring the penetrative layer-parallel strain, and has been recognized both in scaled 145 

physical models and field observations (Sans et al., 2003; Koyi et al., 2004; Butler and Paton, 146 

2010; Groshong et al., 2012; Moretti and Callot, 2012; Wiltschko and Groshong, 2012; 147 

Şengör and Bozkurt, 2013; Lathrop and Burberry, 2017; Groshong, 2019).  148 

    (2) The Chamberlin (1910) method produces a rectangle or parallelogram for a restored 149 

cross-section with upper surface defining a ‘regional slope’ that is parallel to a planar, 150 

usually horizontal, basal detachment (e.g., Dahlstrom, 1969; Hossack, 1979; Mitra and 151 

Namson, 1989; Moretti et al., 2006; Moretti et al., 2007; Butler, 2013; Schori et al., 2015; 152 



Hubbard et al., 2016). In fact, this is not the case for most fold-thrust belts and accretionary 153 

prisms, where the basal detachment is typically dipping to the hinterland (Davis et al., 1983; 154 

Dahlen, 1990) (Fig. 2b). If the regional slope remains horizontal, the restored cross-section is 155 

therefore a right trapezium, a trapezium that has at least two right angles, rather than a 156 

rectangle (Fig. 2b). This right trapezium is composed of two parallel sides (vertical in this 157 

case) equivalent to the boundaries of a retro-deformational cross-section, a horizontal line 158 

representing the regional slope and an oblique line representing the inclined detachment. 159 

Previous studies incorporated changes in stratigraphic thickness into constructing and 160 

restoring cross-section (e.g., McQuarrie, 2002; Judge and Allmendinger, 2011) found that 161 

the initial wedge taper is of great importance to area-balancing. A quantitative investigation 162 

into the role of most important parameters of wedge taper (i.e., regional slope, basal dip) in 163 

area-balancing is required.           164 

   (3) In many geological settings, the initial regional slope of a stratigraphic layer needs not 165 

be horizontal (e.g., Mishra and Mukhopadhyay, 2012). Fold-thrust belts and accretionary 166 

prisms typically exhibit an overall wedge shape with a foreland-dipping topographic slope 167 

and a hinterland-dipping basal detachment, generally as a result of both tectonic 168 

deformation (i.e., shortening and thickening, Davis et al., 1983) and pre-deformation 169 

deposition of sediments (i.e., thinning layer thickness towards foreland; Beck et al., 1998; 170 

Ghisetti et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018). This suggests that both initial regional slope and 171 

basal slope of a thrust wedge are probably not horizontal and parallel, but form as a wedge 172 

(Fig. 2c), although they may be difficult or impossible to reconstruct. In this paper we 173 

explore the idea of restoring cross-sections to a general trapezium of any initial regional and 174 

basal slope, including right trapezium (Fig. 2b,c).   175 

3. Methodology  176 



We represent undeformed section as a general trapezium (blue in Fig. 3) that is pinned on 177 

the left. The trapezium sits on a presumed single detachment that marks the base of the 178 

cross-section and dips to hinterland (i.e., basal slope = ), and has a surface slope α0. 179 

Surface slope (α0) is assumed to be built entirely by structural deformation of stratigraphic 180 

sequence (i.e., thrusting, folding, Figs. 3 and 4), which is not exactly same as present-day 181 

topographic relief, because the latter may reflect, to some extent, both tectonic 182 

deformation and surface process (including post-kinematic deposition). It is defined here 183 

that an increase in basal slope leads to steepening detachment towards hinterland while an 184 

increase in surface slope results in steepening topography towards foreland (Fig. 3). We 185 

note that the basal slope may change during deformation from flexural loading (e.g., Boyer, 186 

1995; Mitra, 1997), but it is difficult to quantify.  187 

    For the purpose of simple area-balancing restoration, we assume the basal dip to remain 188 

constant throughout time, similar to the model setting of many scaled analogue 189 

experimentation of thrust wedge (Wu and McClay, 2011; Schreurs et al., 2016). First, we 190 

consider moving a rigid, right-hand region from right to left, assuming it acts as a vertically 191 

continuous ‘end-plate’, similar to the ‘snow-plough’ envisaged in the critical taper theory 192 

(Davis et al., 1983). If the trapezium deforms homogeneously it will produce a new 193 

trapezium with greater surface slope α that resembles the resultant shape of fold belt (Fig. 194 

3). Note that the surface slope α generalizes the first-order topographic relief of a thrust 195 

belt in line with the critical taper theory of Davis et al. (1983). The excess area (E1) above the 196 

regional is balanced by a trapezium of equal area (E2) to the right of the ‘end-plate’ (Fig. 3), 197 

which is equivalent to ‘back-stop’ used in many critical taper models. Model 1 represents a 198 

special case of the polygon area-balance model of Judge and Allmendinger (2011), i.e., a 199 

simply deformed polygon with four vertices.    200 



    An alternative model (Model 2) assumes that the material to the right (hinterland) simply 201 

moves up along basal detachment with no internal deformation, and that there is strain 202 

continuity between this and the deforming wedge (Fig. 4). This situation is approximated in 203 

many fold-thrust belts and will produce heterogeneous deformation in wedge and produce 204 

an excess area AE above the pseudoregional slope that connects the top corners of the 205 

deformed wedge (OB in Fig. 4) and links the stratigraphy across the wedge. Note that this is 206 

not the true regional as the right-hand region has been displaced up the detachment. Model 207 

2 has variable thickness in wedge, with thickening diminishing to 0 at both ends. It 208 

corresponds to the polygon model of Judge and Allmendinger (2011) in which the depth 209 

from the vertices on prism sides to the basal detachment do not change.   210 

3.1. Model 1, trapezium shape 211 

    We assume that the original shape is a trapezium, with surface slope α0 and basal dip  212 

(blue in Fig. 3). Shortened by a distance S, with the material deforming homogeneously, 213 

produces a trapezium with slope α (red in Fig. 3). The two vertical sides of the trapezium 214 

remain parallel. The front one is a fixed boundary (i.e., in x, y direction) and has no height 215 

change (i.e., h0), whereas the ‘back one’ moves forward and allows slip parallel to it, thus 216 

the thickness within the sediments pile changes from h2 to h1 (Fig. 3). This is similar to the 217 

setup of scaled sandbox models with a fixed wall in the front and a mobile wall in the back 218 

(e.g., Schreurs et al., 2006). In this model, the parameters that are essential to area-219 

balancing restoration are dip of basal detachment (), length of section (L1) and depth to 220 

detachment at the deformation front (h0) and at the backstop (h1). From these we can 221 

determine the final slope angle (α) and cross-sectional area A.   222 

A = L1 [½ L1 tan α + ½ L1 tan   + h0]                         (7)        223 



Two model parameters, basal dip () and depth to detachment (h0) at wedge front, are fixed 224 

during restoration. Generally, we only need to assume a value for the original topographic 225 

slope (α0) in order to determine the excess area (E1) and, thus, the restored shortening of 226 

cross-section (Fig. 3). However, instead of using excess area to restore a cross-section, as 227 

adopted in conventional area balancing method (Chamberlin, 1910; Dahlstrom, 1969; 228 

Hossack, 1979), we use the area of trapezium as a whole to restore the section based on 229 

area preservation. Under these conditions, the assumed initial regional slope α0 is utilized, 230 

in combination with the shortening S, to obtain the cross-sectional area A of the restored 231 

section (i.e., blue trapezium in Fig. 3), where 232 

A = (L1 + S) [ ½ (L1 + S) tan α0 + ½ (L1 + S) tan  + h0]                                         (8)                                                      233 

Although the final area of a fold-thrust belt has uncertainties related to detachment depth 234 

and erosion of material, based on the assumption of conserved area, the restored cross 235 

section area A is considered to be equivalent to the deformed cross-section area, which is a 236 

known parameter (Fig. 3). The initial length of section L0 is the sum of current wedge length 237 

and restored shortening (L0 = L1+S) and substituting in (8) gives: 238 

A = L0 [½ L0 (tan α0+ tan ) + h0]                           (9) 239 

Equation (9) is a quadratic equation with one unknown L0, and can be rearranged as: 240 

½ (tan α0 + tan )*(L0
2) + h0*(L0) – A = 0                                          (10) 241 

the solution for the original wedge length L0  and, hence, shortening (S = L0 - L1)                242 

S = 
−ℎ0+√ℎ0

2+2𝐴 (tan 𝛼0+ tan 𝛽)

(tan 𝛼0+ tan 𝛽)
    – L1                                                                                                                  (11) 243 

    Although the excess area E1 is not used in the restoration presented above, its value can 244 

be resolved by geometric analysis (Fig. 3). The difference between the known overall cross-245 



sectional area A and the trapezium constrained by two pin lines, basal detachment and 246 

initial regional slope (Fig. 3) 247 

E1 = A - ½ (h0 + h1) L1             (12) 248 

This method avoids one single regional scenario of restoring deformed section to a 249 

rectangle. Instead, the model uses a trapezium to provide a more general shape of initial 250 

wedge and restored thrust belt (Fig. 3). Figure 5 shows a sequence of developed thrust 251 

wedges (trapezium shape) for the initial wedge (pink) of length = 100 km, h0 = 2.5 km, basal 252 

slope  = 2° and surface slope α01 = 1.1°, subjected to shortening of 10, 20 and 30 km in 253 

correspondence to the resulting yellow, green and red trapeziums. Note the surface slope 254 

(α) of the resulting trapeziums cannot exceed the maximum surface slope with constant 255 

basal dip (i.e., critical taper) as predicted by Davis et al. (1983). The sequence of thrust belt 256 

development predates attainment of a critical taper angle. If we consider the red trapezium 257 

as a strained cross-section, then the other trapeziums could be seen as various restored 258 

shapes assuming different initial regional slopes (α03, α02, α01), which gives estimated 259 

shortening values S03, S02 and S01. These results are generalized in Fig. 5b and, clearly, the 260 

estimated shortening is very dependent on the assumed regional slope, with an increase in 261 

regional slope accompanied by a decrease in the predicted shortening (Fig. 5b).  262 

3.2. Model 2, assuming continuity and using a pseudoregional slope 263 

    The model in the previous section is very simple and assumes a homogeneous strain in 264 

deformed wedge, with no deformation behind this, and with a discontinuity in strain at the 265 

“backstop”. In most fold-thrust belts there is some degree of continuity between the 266 

deformed and undeformed regions. If we assume that the material to the right (hinterland) 267 

simply moves up basal detachment with no internal deformation and that the deformation 268 

in such fold-thrust belt is heterogeneous and simply dies out to the vertical walls of the 269 



trapezium, then we have a situation as in Figure 4. Continuity between the deformed and 270 

undeformed regions means that lengths h1 = h2, with the height of h2 simply raising from A 271 

to B as the undeformed region slides up the basal detachment. The slope of OB is different 272 

from the true regional of OA (Fig. 4), and is defined here as the pseudoregional slope. In this 273 

case it is useful to consider this pseudoregional slope and determine the excess area above 274 

it (AE) and the area of trapezium below it, A# (constrained by OBB’O’):  275 

A# = ½ (h0 + h2) L1                                                                                                                                (13) 276 

Balancing this area of the original trapezium gives : 277 

A0 = AE + A#  = AE  + ½ (h0 + h2) L1                                                                                                      (14)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            278 

Since: 279 

AE = A0 - A# = ½ (h0 + h2) S                                                                                                          (15) 280 

Which on rearranging gives: 281 

S = 2 AE / (h0 + h2)                                 (16) 282 

Equation (16) allows shortening to be calculated directly from the area above the 283 

pseudoregional slope. 284 

3.3. Model assumptions, uncertainties and limitations  285 

Surface processes (i.e., erosion and sedimentation) also change topography (including 286 

surface slope α0  in this case, Fig. 3) of a thrust wedge by addition or removal of material at 287 

surface, isostatic response to changes in overburden (i.e., flexural loading) (Beaumont et al., 288 

1992; Storti and McClay, 1995; Willett, 1999; Hilley and Strecker, 2004; Hoth et al., 2007; 289 

Morley, 2007a; Cruz et al., 2010; Fillon et al., 2013). Erosion of pre-kinematic sequence 290 

reduces the resultant bed-length and cross-sectional area, causing an underestimate of 291 

shortening. In this study, we minimize the effect of erosion on area balancing by either not 292 

restoring the eroded area or restoring the eroded area after reconstructing it based on the 293 



underlying stratigraphic geometry. The method assumes plane strain with final cross-294 

sectional area (i.e., red trapezium in Fig. 3) being equivalent to initial cross-sectional area 295 

(i.e., blue trapezium in Fig. 3). 296 

The models assume a thrust wedge underlain by a single basal detachment (Figs. 3,4). 297 

Some real-world examples are found to have multiple detachments with various depth, 298 

(e.g., Niger Delta, Corredor et al., 2005), involving more complicated deformation in 299 

response to contraction. The single detachment approximation in this study (and most 300 

others) will inevitably ignore this complex deformation, leading to uncertainties in final 301 

shortening estimates.  302 

    The single basal detachment is also assumed to remain constant in dip during 303 

deformation, similar to the critical taper wedge model (Davis et al., 1983). However, in 304 

many orogenic belts, the dip may change in response to flexural loading (e.g., Boyer, 1995; 305 

Mitra, 1997), while in others, the basement may be deformed by deep-rooted thrusting, 306 

leading to more complex detachment geometries (e.g., McQuarrie, 2002; Butler et al., 2004; 307 

Molinaro et al., 2005). These aspects are not addressed here, and require further 308 

investigation.    309 

In natural examples, the deformation front also propagates forward through frontal 310 

accretion with increasing contraction. The trapezium model presented here assumes that 311 

the position of deformation front is fixed (Figs. 3, 4), resembling the geometric settings of 312 

scaled numerical and physical analogue models (Buiter et al., 2016; Schreurs et al., 2016). 313 

Our area-balancing simply restores thrust wedge to its pre-deformed state using a range of 314 

initial surface slopes.  315 

3.4. Comparison with other structural restoration techniques 316 



Apart from area balancing, previous authors also applied progressive restoration method 317 

based upon bed-length measurement to reconstruct the tectonic history of a thrust belt and 318 

estimate associated shortening (e.g., McQuarrie, 2004; Corredor et al., 2005; Hesse et al., 319 

2009; Hesse et al., 2010; Masini et al., 2011; Ghisetti et al., 2016). The estimated shortening 320 

by these techniques is typically cited as a minimum estimate (Allmendinger and Judge, 321 

2013) as bed-length may not conserve during deformation (Epard and Groshong, 1995; Koyi 322 

et al., 2004; Butler and Paton, 2010; Groshong et al., 2012; Wiltschko and Groshong, 2012; 323 

Şengör and Bozkurt, 2013; Lathrop and Burberry, 2017). To avoid the restriction of bed-324 

length change, the Area-depth-strain (ADS) method is proposed to predict the detachment 325 

depth, estimate shortening and detect sub-resolution deformation based on the 326 

relationship between excess area of multiple stratigraphic horizons on a cross section and 327 

their relative depths (Epard and Groshong, 1993; Groshong and Epard, 1994; Groshong et 328 

al., 2012; Wiltschko and Groshong, 2012; Schlische et al., 2014). This method is effective to 329 

calculate shortening since it is independent of bed-length, detachment depth and dip, and is 330 

insensitive to bed-length changes. However, the ADS method was initially proposed to deal 331 

with individual fault-related folds of conserved stratigraphic thickness, i.e., initially parallel 332 

(mostly horizontal) bedding and basal detachment. A real-world thrust belt is generally 333 

composed of a series of folds, oblique basal detachment with varying stratigraphic thickness 334 

that together make it challenging for ADS method to determine the initial regional slope for 335 

each stratigraphic layer, hence limiting the use of ADS method in system of this kind.  336 

Our models require good constraints on final geometry of a thrust wedge, e.g., depth to 337 

detachment, basal dip, bounds on deformation. The results obtained from Model 1 allow us 338 

to examine the sensitivity of excess area and shortening to changes in regional surface slope 339 

(e.g. Fig. 5). Model 2 helps to compute an independent shortening but requires known initial 340 



depth to detachment prior to deformation (Fig. 4). Combination of Model 1 and 2 enables to 341 

constrain shortening result and its corresponding regional slope. These analysis highlight the 342 

uncertainties in the selection of regional slope, as such our methods can be complementary 343 

to the ADS method in determining an appropriate regional to optimize its application in a 344 

complicated fold-thrust belt.   345 

Wang et al. (2018) present a method for improving the ADS graph so that it can be used 346 

to analyze wedged shaped strata of varying thickness, and a dipping, bed-parallel 347 

detachment. This improved ADS method is capable of estimating various depth and dip 348 

angle for an underlying oblique detachment, and it is independent of not only bed-length, 349 

but also bed-thickness and regional horizon throws. In Wang et al.’s (2018) analysis, one of 350 

the specific parameters they account for is regional dip on each bed used in area-depth-351 

graph. The varying regional slope between different horizons is approximated by simply 352 

connecting the undeformed dipping bed from both sides of a fold or across a range of folds, 353 

which works well in a region where the deformation is localized in folds and the 354 

undeformed area shows apparently constant bed dip. However, in a region deformed by 355 

complex folds and thrusts with effects of flexural loading, the present-day stratigraphic 356 

sequence may show variations in dip across thrust wedge, making it difficult to approximate 357 

a regional slope across a fold or a series of folds. In our models, we show how significant the 358 

initial regional slope is to area-balancing. This is important because the improved ADS 359 

method for sedimentary wedges requires an estimate of regional slope for each horizon.      360 

3.5 Comparison of Model 1 and Model 2 361 

Model 1 highlights the significant role of surface slope (and basal dip) in area-balancing 362 

restoration, but its results for shortening do not converge (Fig. 5) because a range of initial 363 

surface slope is used in computation. Further, the precise initial surface slope of a thrust 364 



belt is generally unknown, which makes the Model 1 difficult to estimate shortening 365 

independently.  366 

In contrast, Model 2 yields a unique shortening estimate by assuming a strain continuity 367 

between the deformed region and backstop. However, if the rear of wedge also experiences 368 

thickening, it may underestimate shortening (Fig. 4, equations 13-16). In real application, if 369 

the initial surface slope (and basal dip) is well constrained, Model 1 can be used to compute 370 

shortening of a thrust wedge with slightly more complex calculation process, whereas if the 371 

initial depth to detachment is known, one can approximate a pseudoregional slope by 372 

projecting the topography of stratigraphic sequence in front of the deforming wedge all the 373 

way to the rear of wedge, and apply Model 2 to calculate shortening with simple calculation 374 

process.    375 

4. Application to fold-thrust belts  376 

4.1. Scaled physical analogue models  377 

    To validate the models  (Figs. 3 and 4), we used a scaled physical analogue example 378 

(Granado et al., 2017) where the initial geometry, final geometry and imposed shortening 379 

(Fig. 6a) are known. The example has an initial surface slope of 3° (α0), length of 75 cm (L0), 380 

detachment depth at the wedge front of 6 cm (H0), and was subjected to 15 cm shortening, 381 

creating a fold-thrust belt (Fig. 6a). Two horizons with well-defined initial slopes are taken to 382 

perform the area balancing restoration using Model 1 (Fig. 3, red trapezium is the deformed 383 

wedge while the blue trapezium is the restored wedge): top layer with initial slope 3° (Fig. 384 

6b) and base of yellow layer with initial slope 0° (Fig. 6a, Granado et al., 2017). This allows a 385 

direct comparison of restored shortening values for different dipping layers.  386 

We first created a green trapezium with same cross-sectional area A, wedge length L1, 387 

basal dip  and depth to detachment at front h0, as the resulting thrust belt (brown and 388 



yellow wedge in Fig. 6b & 6c). The structural restoration with base of horizontal yellow layer 389 

(0° of initial slope) produced 14.8 cm shortening (Fig. 6c, Table 1), roughly consistent with 390 

the 15 cm applied in the experiment. This validates the calculated shortening based on 391 

restoration to a rectangle, i.e., Chamberlin (1910) method.   392 

    Figure 6b shows the restored section based on the top layer with an initial slope of 3° 393 

(blue trapezium), which yields 12.7 cm of shortening (Table 1), a little less than that applied 394 

15 cm shortening (Granado et al., 2017). Using a 2.5° initial slope to restore the cross-395 

section gives 14.7 cm of shortening, very close to the initial model setting. The 3° slope 396 

setting by the model is likely a first-order estimate and yields a shortening of 12.7 cm. The 397 

difference in shortening between the model (Granado et al., 2017) and results using Model 398 

1 can be attributed to uncertainties in geometrical measurement, i.e., area, surface slope, 399 

h0, layer parallel shortening (e.g., Koyi et al., 2004).  400 

From the undeformed sand wedge, we know the initial height h2 next to the mobile wall 401 

(Granado et al., 2017). If this height maintains its value and moves forward as the 402 

undeformed region slides along the basal detachment, we know that BB’= h1=h2, and thus 403 

we can estimate the pseudoregional slope OB (Fig. 7). We can then calculate the shortening 404 

using Model 2 (Fig. 4) and, from equation 16, we estimate 14.5 cm of shortening (Fig. 7, 405 

Table1), very close to the experiment value of 15 cm.  406 

In addition to measurement uncertainties, the slight underestimates in the shortening 407 

may be due to tectonic compaction, layer-parallel shortening and lateral compaction (e.g., 408 

Koyi et al., 2004; Butler and Paton, 2010). But the overall good agreement between our area 409 

balancing restoration show that the proposed restoration models are able to estimate 410 

shortening based area balancing. Further application of the models to real-world examples 411 

are presented in the following sections.  412 



4.2. Hikurangi accretionary prism, New Zealand  413 

    The Hikurangi accretionary wedge is generated by the subducting oceanic Pacific Plate 414 

along the eastern margin of North Island, New Zealand. Three depth-converted and 415 

geologically interpreted seismic profiles across the central Hikurangi margin were 416 

sequentially restored to study the last 2 Myr tectonic history of wedge development by 417 

Ghisetti et al. (2016). To test our theoretical model against natural examples, we took one of 418 

these cross-sections (transect T03 in Ghisetti et al. (2006), for location see the map of Fig. 419 

8d) to carry out area balancing restoration using Model 1.   420 

    Fig. 8a shows that the accretionary prism is dominated by imbricated thrusts and related 421 

folds that all sole out into one single detachment. Six stratigraphic units are interpreted with 422 

inferred age of present day to 15±5 Ma, i.e., color grey to blue (Fig. 8a). The top orange 423 

layer (R3), with inferred age of 0.6±0.2 Ma, is used to define a wedge with 330.7 km2 of 424 

cross-section area (A) and length (L1) of 85.7 km, sitting above a detachment with a frontal 425 

depth (h0) of 1.9 km (see also Table 1). We created a simplified trapezium model (black 426 

trapezium in Fig. 8b), to match in deformed wedge. A horizontal regional is assumed to 427 

restore the black trapezium to blue trapezium, yielding 8.2 km of shortening (Fig. 8b). We 428 

then tested a range of regional slopes from -0.3 to 0.6 ° using Model 1, which produced 429 

shortening results ranging between 0.4-13.5 km (Fig. 8c), with the estimated shortening 430 

being inversely correlated with dip of regional slope (as Fig. 5b). 431 

Ghisetti et al. (2016) estimated 11.6 km of shortening accommodated during the 432 

deposition of R5-R3 by sequential restoration essentially based on bed length measurement 433 

and area balancing, which exceeds the 8.2 km of shortening across the thrust belt estimated 434 

using a horizontal regional (Fig. 8b). A few factors are thought to contribute to the 435 

difference. Firstly, the horizon R3 does not exclusively mark the top of pre-kinematic strata, 436 



at the landward area, it is actually preserved in a post-kinematic sequence (Fig. 8b). So the 437 

layer R3 does not record all the deformation, particular in the landward area of the thrust 438 

belt, and will be an underestimate of shortening. Secondly, some erosion is observed at the 439 

crest of a fold (Fig. 8a), which leads to the removal of part of Horizon R3 and underlying 440 

horizon R4, reducing the cross-sectional area and, hence, underestimating shortening. 441 

Thirdly, the assumption of 0° at minimum for regional slope might be wrong. Using Model 1, 442 

a landward dipping surface slope of – 0.2° would be necessary to produce the 11.6 km 443 

shortening estimated by Ghisetti et al. (2016). This is supported by the landward dip of 444 

horizon R6 in front of the fold-thrust belt (Fig. 8a). 445 

We noted that this may be a less fair comparison between our model result and the result 446 

of Ghisetti et al. (2016) since horizon R3 is not entirely pre-kinematic, thus shortening is 447 

possibly underestimated in our methods. In addition, the initial wedge geometry is largely 448 

unknown, which leaves the results of both methods be difficult to validate. The objective of 449 

this example study and result comparison is to demonstrate the importance of regional 450 

slope in shortening estimate, without good constraint on such essential parameter, the 451 

shortening is highly variable. This will be further discussed in the Discussion (Mitigating 452 

issues with area balancing methods).  453 

4.3. NW Borneo fold-thrust belt 454 

    The NW Borneo continental margin is well known from drilling and seismic reflection data 455 

related to hydrocarbon exploration (Inset in Fig. 9) (Hinz et al., 1989; Ingram et al., 2004; 456 

Morley et al., 2008; Hesse et al., 2009; Morley, 2009a; Hesse et al., 2010). The NW Borneo 457 

fold-thrust belt (FTB) is developed on the deep water slope in the middle Miocene-Holocene 458 

shallow marine sequences (Morley, 2009b). Previous 2D seismic data shows an extensive 459 



train of elongated folds that verge seaward, spaced 5-15 km apart and oriented NE-SW (Hinz 460 

and Schluter, 1985; Hinz et al., 1989; Morley, 2009a).  461 

3D seismic datasets was acquired and processed by Petroleum Geo-Services (PGS) in 2000 462 

and 2001, covering some 10,000 square kilometres of the deep-water area off Brunei 463 

(Morley, 2009a). Figure 9 shows interpreted seismic profiles A, B and C with five horizons 464 

being mapped from shallow to deep levels (H0-H4) within the pre-kinematic sedimentary 465 

sequence. Folds and associated imbricate thrusts that sole out at depth into one 466 

detachment, South China Sea Unconformity (SCSU) (Morley, 2009a), and form a trapezium 467 

geometry with topographic slope dipping to foreland and basal detachment dipping 468 

landward (Fig. 9). Area balancing was preformed between two pin lines shown in each 469 

example.  470 

Horizon H0 is partly eroded at the crest of anticlines in profiles B and C, (see also Gee et 471 

al., 2007; Morley, 2007b; Morley, 2009b), and was reconstructed based upon the geometry 472 

of underlying sedimentary layer, i.e., H1 (Fig. 9). This inevitably leads to some inherent 473 

uncertainty in the structural interpretation. Due to the reduced seismic resolution at depth, 474 

lowest mapped horizon (H4) is also interpreted with less confidence. To minimize these 475 

uncertainties, we only use the most reliable seismic horizons H1-H3 to conduct the 476 

restoration. Horizon H1 is mapped as one of the top layers of pre-kinematic sediments, its 477 

geometry is thought to represent the overall topography of the deforming thrust belt. 478 

4.3.1. Restorations based on Model 1 and Model 2 479 

The thrust belt enveloped by horizon H1 is taken as an example for area balancing 480 

restoration using our Model 1 (Figs. 3 and 5, equation 7-12). We created simple trapezium 481 

models (red trapeziums in Fig. 10) to match the overall shape of the fold belt, with same 482 

cross-section area A, wedge length L1, depth to detachment at the front h0, and basal dip  483 



(Table 1). We then restored this, maintaining h0 and  to the blue trapezium in Fig. 10 using 484 

an arbitrary horizontal regional, α0 = 0°, which yields 17.0, 13.6 and 8.3 km shortening for 485 

three examples from profiles A, B and C (Table 1). If a horizontal regional slope is the case 486 

across the study area, the calculated shortening shows a distinct decreasing trend from 487 

profile A to C, i.e., from southwest to northeast despite a significant difference in wedge 488 

parameters across these three sections, such as wedge length L1, depth to detachment at 489 

front stop h0, angle of basal dip  and area of cross-section A (Table 1). 490 

We repeated the area balance using a range of initial regional dips from 0-1.5° for 491 

horizons H1-H3 (Fig. 11). These give a variety of shortening estimates ranging between 0-492 

21.5 km, indicating that the shortening estimated by area balancing is highly sensitive to the 493 

select of regional dip. To better constrain the results, additional efforts are needed.  494 

We then applied our Model 2 (Fig. 4) to estimate the shortening across the fold-thrust 495 

belts by measuring the area above the pseudoregional slope (AE) and depth to detachment 496 

at the front (H0) and backstop (H1) (equation 13-16). The overall results of applying Model 2 497 

to horizon H1 are presented in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 11, a narrow range of 4.5-4.8 km of 498 

shortening is quantified for each section, but the corresponding regional slope is 499 

determined to range from 0.7-1.3°.    500 

Taken together, these models suggest: (1) using the same initial regional slope (0°) 501 

produces shortening estimates that range from 8.3-17.0 km in different sections (Model 1, 502 

Fig. 10); (2) these shortening estimates are very dependent on the value of regional slope 503 

used (Fig. 11); (3) application of model 2 produced similar shortening (~4.5-4.8 km) in all 504 

three sections, but only with the initial regional slopes varying from 0.7-1.3° in different 505 

sections (Fig. 11).  In the next section we address, which, if any of these possible 506 

interpretations is plausible.  507 



4.3.2. Comparison with studies in the adjacent region 508 

Previous workers have investigated the along-strike shortening across other parts of the 509 

NW Borneo fold-thrust belt (e.g., Hesse et al., 2009; Totake et al., 2018). Totake et al.’s 510 

(2018) only documented the total shortening of 3 folds based on bed-length measurement 511 

in the fold thrust belt. The study of Hesse et al. (2009) estimated the shortening across the 512 

entire fold thrust belt and is closest to this study area, which is chosen to compare with our 513 

results and make evaluation on different interpretations described above. Hesse et al. 514 

(2009) estimated the 2.7-7.2 km of shortening across the Northern Brunei and Sabah 515 

portion of the NW Borneo FTB, some 50-300 km northeast of this study area, using 516 

progressive restoration based on bed-length measurement (Fig. 12). Within this range, 4-6 517 

km of shortening is estimated across the Northern Brunei with a slight increase to the NE.  518 

This contrasts significantly with our results derived by Model 1. As shown in Fig. 12, a 519 

horizontal regional slope gives 8.3-17 km of shortening while 0.6° regional slope produces 520 

5.2-10.2 km of shortening. Both are much higher than that estimated by Hesse et al. (2009), 521 

and also show a prominent, opposite varying trend, i.e., increasing towards northeast. This 522 

suggests that the result derived from Model 1 are highly variable, and very sensitive to the 523 

select of initial regional slope. However, the result of Model 2 ranges narrowly between 4.5-524 

4.8 km (Fig. 12), in general consistency with that quantified by Hesse et al. (2009). If the 525 

Brunei portion of NW Borneo FTB experiences similar amount of contraction in a narrow 526 

range of 4-6 km, the result of Model 2 appears to be more likely (Fig. 12).  527 

We noted there is variability in shortening estimate, structures and lithology (e.g., Hesse 528 

et al., 2009; Totake et al., 2018) along strike between adjacent lines in this offshore area, 529 

but the overall trend of shortening gives us a first order control on the scale of deformation 530 



(Fig. 12). The comparison analysis presented here is aimed to show a range of possible 531 

results that may arise from area balancing if there is no good control on initial surface slope.  532 

5. Discussion  533 

5.1. The role of basal dip 534 

So far this study has only explored the role of regional (surface) slope with fixed basal dip 535 

in area-balancing restoration. Similarly, the dip of basal detachment also has significant 536 

effect on area-balancing method. Assuming a fixed surface slope (e.g., α0 = 0), an increase in 537 

basal dip (i.e., steepening towards hinterland) is accompanied by an overall increase in the 538 

thickness of initial wedge. Given the measured individual value of cross-sectional area of a 539 

deformed wedge, these changes will lead to lower estimates of shortening. So the surface 540 

slope and basal dip play a similar role in area-balancing restoration.    541 

5.2. Mitigating issues with area balancing method 542 

Previous studies have paid little attention to the effect of initial wedge taper in area 543 

balancing restoration (Chamberlin, 1910; Dahlstrom, 1969; Hossack, 1979; Mitra and 544 

Namson, 1989; Woodward et al., 1990; Groshong et al., 2012; Wiltschko and Groshong, 545 

2012; Butler, 2013). The estimation of excess area using a simplified initial regional slope 546 

(Mitra and Namson, 1989; Wiltschko and Groshong, 2012; Schlische et al., 2014), implicit in 547 

most applications of area balancing restoration ignores the dependency on dip of the 548 

regional slope (as part of initial wedge taper). The traditional method is valid only if a 549 

geological cross-section is composed of layer-parallel sedimentary sequences above a single 550 

basal detachment (Chamberlin, 1910), which in fact does not reflect the complexity of 551 

structural features in natural thrust systems. Such features include: sedimentary wedges 552 

with stratigraphic sequence thinning towards the foreland and thickening towards the 553 

hinterland; multiple detachment levels; complex fault related folds; forward and backward 554 



vergent imbricate thrusts and duplexes (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen, 555 

1990; DeCelles et al., 1998; McQuarrie, 2004; Fitz-Diaz et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2018). 556 

Further, due to flexural loading and folding, the excess area above a simplified straight 557 

regional slope might be segmented (i.e., not all excess area above the regional slope), which 558 

leads to underestimate of excess area and thus shortening in previous area balancing.  559 

To mitigate these issues, our Model 1 restores the entire strained cross-section (Fig. 5), 560 

rather than the excess area only by previous study (e.g., Chamberlin, 1910). This effectively 561 

avoids one single regional slope approximation and underestimation of excess area and 562 

shortening in case of flexural loading in traditional methods. The application of our methods 563 

to scaled physical analogue shows a good agreement between the theoretical predication 564 

and physical experiment (Figs. 6 and 7) owing to the known initial dimension of experiment 565 

model (Granado et al., 2017). However, the application of our methods to natural examples 566 

are not well constrained (Figs. 8 and 12) due to the unknown initial geometry for these 567 

examples, and which also makes it difficult to determine the correct answer derived from 568 

different strategies. However, these case studies highlight the critical role that the initial 569 

wedge geometry plays in estimating orogenic shortening across a geological cross-section. 570 

Without good control on initial wedge taper, the estimated shortening can be highly 571 

variable (Figs. 8&11).  572 

5.3. Uncertainties of area balancing approach 573 

    Despite progress made by this study, any balancing method is still subjected to 574 

uncertainties in (A) the geometry of deformed area, (B) the assumed shape of restored area 575 

and (C) the validity of balancing conditions (conservation of length, area, etc). 576 



Type A 577 

    Type A errors are based mainly on structural mapping and interpretation of the fold-578 

thrust belt (including imaging and correlation of horizons, recognition of facies changes, 579 

erosion, etc.) and location of detachment (e.g., Bond, 2015; Butler et al., 2018). The 580 

structural interpretation determines the cross-sectional area and final length of section that 581 

are two critical parameters in any area balancing. The limited resolution of seismic data 582 

causes some inherent uncertainty in structural interpretations, which is often accompanied 583 

by unresolved sub-seismic deformation. This is known to be a major source of error in line-584 

length balancing, generally leading to an underestimate of the overall shortening (e.g., Sans 585 

et al., 2003; Koyi et al., 2004; Groshong et al., 2012; Allmendinger and Judge, 2013).  586 

Type B       587 

The shape of restored section is a major unknown, which most existing methods treat by 588 

simplifying to a sequence of parallel layers or assuming a horizontal regional slope.  As 589 

outlined in the Background (i.e., The Chamberlin method) and the examples in the 590 

Methodology, small changes in the slope of regional can produce significant changes in 591 

restored section and in estimated shortening (Fig. 5b). Despite progress of applying various 592 

regional slopes to estimate shortening using Model 1, the simplified straight line of original 593 

slope is still unlikely to represent the true shape; for example, the shape of sedimentary 594 

layers in front of the Hikurangi accretionary prism are not planar, but curved, perhaps in 595 

response to flexural loading. So the simplified straight line in theoretical models will 596 

produce some errors and uncertainties.       597 

Type C 598 

Layer-parallel strain and lateral compaction are widely recognized in both physical 599 

analogue models and natural examples (Koyi et al., 2004; Butler and Paton, 2010; Şengör 600 



and Bozkurt, 2013; Lathrop and Burberry, 2017). These are thought to cause a reduction in 601 

cross-section area, bed length and volume, that are difficult to assess from current 602 

structures. Their contribution to structural shortening remains poorly constrained, as such 603 

the shortening quantified by different models will usually be a minimum estimate in thrust 604 

systems. Accurate restorations require constraints on magnitude of layer parallel 605 

shortening, related layer-perpendicular thickening, and potential area loss.      606 

5.4. Model application 607 

Application of both models requires a certain level of knowledge about the initial wedge 608 

geometry. In practice, if the initial surface slope and basal dip are well constrained, using 609 

Model 1 to simply restore a deformed wedge to its initial state for shortening estimate 610 

would be straightforward. Model 2 needs additional constraint on initial depth to 611 

detachment (h2 in Fig. 4) which is more difficult to obtain, making Model 2 less applicable 612 

than Model 1. However, in some cases, if the deformed section has a simple evolution 613 

history, and the initial depth to detachment is easy to determine such as the case of scaled 614 

physical analogue (Fig. 7), the Model 2 can be easily applied to compute shortening (Fig. 4; 615 

equation 16).       616 

This work provides a way of computing shortening for a range of values which is perhaps 617 

the more helpful result as opposed to just the shortening estimate. The main learning from 618 

this study is that the initial regional slope and basal detachment dip are incredibly important 619 

but difficult to constrain. Many previous studies used a single, mostly horizontal, regional 620 

slope to compute shortening across a thrust belt based on area balancing may need re-621 

evaluation.      622 

6. Conclusions  623 



In this paper, we developed two new solutions to area balancing of a thrust wedge based 624 

on conserved cross-sectional area, assuming an initial trapezium shape. The new methods 625 

do not incorporate the usual assumption of a rectangular initial geometry, but instead allow 626 

various regional slope and basal dip to be used. They are then tested against scaled physical 627 

analogues and natural examples of fold-thrust belt.  628 

A higher regional slope (or basal dip) of the fold-thrust belt results in reduced excess area 629 

and therefore reduced estimated shortening, whereas a lower regional slope (or basal dip) 630 

leads to increased excess area and thus increased estimated shortening. Because of the 631 

difficulty in resolving original wedge taper and observed significance of this geometry, we 632 

conclude that the absolute values of shortening are probably not attainable in most thrust 633 

belts. Accuracy of shortening estimate requires independent constraint of parameters, 634 

particularly the initial regional slope and basal dip, and not just greater precision of the 635 

measurements themselves.  636 

The new methods developed and tested here are generally applicable, since they are 637 

concerned mainly with gross cross-section area of a system irrespective of lithology, 638 

rheology, fluid pressure or other factors that control the form and detailed expression of 639 

final structure. The key uncertainties of the new approaches are from structural 640 

interpretation, initial wedge shape and penetrative strain. Model 1 is easily applied to 641 

compute shortening with known initial surface slope and basal dip while Model 2 requires 642 

additional constrain on initial depth to detachment to estimate shortening, which makes it 643 

less applicable. 644 

 Given the significance of initial wedge taper in area balancing restoration, previous 645 

studies used a single, generally horizontal, regional slope to preform area balancing to 646 

estimate shortening and/or depth to detachment may need to be revisited.   647 
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Figures  656 

 657 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams showing the concept of structural restoration. (a) Deformed 658 

geological cross-section with known final geometry, (b) restored retro-deformational state 659 

of cross-section with predicted initial geometry.  660 
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 672 

Fig. 2. The relationship between excess area (E1), shortening above detachment (S), and depth 673 

to detachment as formulated by Chamberlin (1910). L0
* = curved bed length, L1= length of 674 

deformed region, L0= restored length of cross-section, h and h0= depth to detachment at the 675 

front, h1= depth to detachment at backstop of deformed section, h2= depth to detachment at 676 

backstop of restored section. (a) Horizontal regional slope and basal detachment; (b) 677 

horizontal regional slope and oblique basal detachment; (c) oblique regional slope and basal 678 

detachment. The red cross-section represents the final geometry of a deformed thrust wedge, 679 

the blue trapeziums are the initial wedge geometry restored based upon different scenarios. 680 

 681 



 682 

Fig. 3.  Model 1. A trapezium model of original (blue) and deformed (red) wedges to show the 683 

principles of area balancing restoration, the red dash line represents the topography of a real 684 

fold-thrust belt. α= topographic slope, = basal/detachment dip, α0= dip of regional slope, E1= 685 

excess area, E2= displaced area above basal detachment, S= shortening, L1= length of 686 

deformed section, L0 = length of restored section, H0= depth to detachment at the fixed pin 687 

line, H1= depth to detachment at the mobile pine line, H2= depth to detachment at backstop 688 

of restored section.  689 
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699 

Fig. 4. Model 2. A continuous trapezium model assumes that the material to the right 700 

(hinterland) simply moves up the basal detachment with no internal deformation, and that 701 

there is continuity between this and the deforming wedge. = basal dip, α0 = dip of regional 702 

slope, α’ = dip of pseudoregional slope, AE= area above pseudoregional slope, A#= the below 703 

the pseudoregional slope (OBB’O’), S= shortening, L1= length of deformed section, H0= depth 704 

to detachment at front, H1= depth to detachment at backstop of deformed section, H2= depth 705 

to detachment at backstop of restored section. 706 
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717 

Fig. 5. (a) Example of restoring a simplified thrust belt, i.e., red trapezium using Model 1 718 

with various regional slopes. α01, α02 and α03 = the assumed regional slope, S01, S02 and S03 = 719 

the calculated shortening, L01, L02 and L03 = the restored initial length of thrust belt. (b) The 720 

predicted linear relationship between restored shortening and dip of regional slope. The 721 

green, yellow and pink trapeziums are restored thrust wedge using different regional slopes.    722 
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 726 

Fig. 6. (a) Example of a sandbox model after 15 cm of shortening, this is the Fig. 11f of 727 

Granado et al. (2017). (b) Restoration of the section using Model 1 for the top layer yielding 728 

12.7 cm and 14.7 cm shortening, corresponding to 3° and 2.5° dip of regional slope, 729 

respectively. (c) restoration of the section using Model 1 for the horizontal base of yellow 730 

layer yielding 14.8 cm shortening. The green trapezium corresponds to the deformed 731 

wedge, the blue and pink trapeziums are pre-deformed wedge restored based on different 732 

regional slopes.    733 
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739 

Fig. 7. Restoration of the section using Model 2 for the top layer producing 14.5 cm 740 

shortening, the sandbox model is the Fig. 11f of Granado et al. (2017). The transparent 741 

yellow area is the area above the pseudoregional slope expressed by the green line.  742 
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 759 

Fig. 8. Restoration of a fold-thrust belt across the Hikurangi accretionary prism, New 760 

Zealand. (a) Depth-converted 2D seismic profile with interpreted structure, this is the 761 

Transect T03 of Ghisetti et al. (2016). (b) Restored fold-thrust belt (blue trapezium) with a 762 

horizontal regional slope yielding 8.2 km of shortening, the black trapezium represents the 763 

deformed thrust wedge. (c) Plot of estimated shortening against a range of input dips of 764 

regional slope (-0.3° to 0.6°). The dashed line in Fig. 8c shows the result of sequential 765 

restoration by Ghisetti et al. (2016) and the result of this study with a horizontal regional 766 

slope. (d) The regional map shows the location of seismic profile used in this study, modified 767 

from the Fig. 1a of Ghisetti et al. (2016). 768 
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 773 

Fig. 9. Fold-thrust belt structures interpreted from 2D depth-converted seismic lines A, B 774 

and C (1.5 x vertical exaggeration) across the Brunei portion of the NW Borneo deep water 775 

fold-thrust belt, see inset for locations. Five seismic horizons (H0-H4) and a basal 776 

detachment (similar position to the South China Sea Unconformity) are mapped from 777 

shallow to deep levels. The vertical pine lines define the main deforming region in the thrust 778 

belt that is subjected to area balancing restoration. Note the original 2D seismic profiles are 779 

not presented here due to the restriction on data publishing.   780 
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 790 

Fig. 10. Structural restoration of the NW Borneo fold-thrust belts enclosed by horizon H1, 791 

basal detachment and two pin lines with an arbitrary horizontal regional slope using Model 792 

1. The 17.0 km, 13.6 km and 8.3 km of shortening are estimated for seismic profiles A, B and 793 

C, respectively. The black line represents the current geometry of thrust wedge. The red 794 

trapeziums are the simplified thrust wedges with same cross-sectional area as the current 795 

thrust wedges, the trapeziums are the restored thrust wedges with an assumed horizontal 796 

regional dip.     797 
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 805 

Fig. 11. The results of area balancing restoration for NW Borneo seismic profiles A, B and C 806 

with a range of regional dips (0.1-1.5°) using Model 1 for horizons H1-H3 and shortening 807 

results obtained with Horizon H1 using Model 2. Note the shortening value predicted using 808 

Model 2 is indicated by a pink line, and is then used to constrain the initial regional slope of 809 

Horizon 1 for each fold-thrust belt scenario.  810 
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 818 

Fig. 12. The along-strike shortening (northeastward) in the NW Borneo fold-thrust belt 819 

predicted by this study using Model 1 with 0° and 0.6 ° of regional slopes, and using Model 820 

2, and estimated by Hesse et al. (2009) using sequential restoration. Note this study 821 

primarily covers the Southernmost Brunei offshore over a distance of ~40 km whereas the 822 

study of Hesse et al. (2009) extends from offshore middle Brunei to offshore Sabah over a 823 

much longer distance of 215 km.  824 
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Hikurangi Accretionary prism 

R3 0 2.0 85.7 1.9 4.9 5.2 330.7 41.3 / / 8.2 / 1.2 

Seismic profile A 

H1 0 1.4 65.3 2.2 3.8 4.2 280.6 66.8 20.0 260.6 16.7 4.6 1.5 

H2 0 1.4 65.3 1.7 3.3 3.8 249.3 73.8 19.5 229.8 20.8 5.4 1.7 

H3 0 1.4 65.3 1.0 2.6 3.1 199.4 61.4 18.7 180.7 21.5 6.5 1.6 

Seismic profile B 

H1 0 1.9 74.6 2.6 5.1 5.5 350.7 72.1 19.0 331.7 13.6 4.8 0.9 

H2 0 1.9 74.6 1.8 4.3 4.8 298.5 75.6 18.2 280.3 16.6 5.3 1.3 

H3 0 1.9 74.6 1.2 3.7 4.2 238.8 62.2 16.8 222.0 15.8 6.2 1.0 

Seismic profile C 

H1 0 2.5 58.3 4.0 6.5 6.9 360.3 55.8 25.9 330.4 8.3 4.5 1.6 

H2 0 2.5 58.3 3.1 5.6 6.1 310.2 55.0 25.3 284.9 9.4 5.1 2.0 

H3 0 2.5 58.3 2.3 4.8 5.3 261.5 54.8 24.5 237.0 10.8 5.9 2.1 

Table 1. Parameters of fold-thrust belt examples. α0 = initial regional slope, =basal dip, L1 = 834 

Length of deformed section, H0 = depth to detachment at the fixed front, H1= depth to 835 

detachment at the backstop, H2 = depth to detachment at the restored backstop, A=overall 836 

cross-sectional area, E1 = Area above the regional slope, E2 = Area displaced above basal 837 

detachment, AE = Area above the pseudoregional slope, A# = area below the pseudoregional 838 

slope, S1 = shortening obtained using Model 1, S2 = shortening obtained using Model 2, S= 839 

shortening obtained using bed-length measurement. 840 
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